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RaiseFunds by
Personalizing
Public Outrage
“This issue has lit a fire under a
segment of the American population”
- Farhan Memon, board chair of
the Connecticut Chapter of CAIR,
referring to President Trump’s
executive order banning refugee
admissions and travellers from seven
Muslim majority countries.
Over the weekend of January 28-29,
the ACLU raised about $24 million
online from about 350,000 people,
a record for such a short time span.
Oxfam America took in $77,000 over
the weekend, much more than usual
for a non-donor appeal period.
While leveraging public outrage is
an excellent way to boost short term
giving, it is not particularly effective
in stimulating long term, sustained
contribution. Anger subsides, the
media forgets, and people move on

One way to build long-term
relationships is by following up
with donors periodically in order to
keep everyone abreast of progress,
maintain interest, and continue
raising much needed funds. That
very same weekend, for example,
ACLU communications staffers began
informing supporters about a lawsuit
it had filed with other civil rights orgs
on behalf of two Iraqi men detained
that Friday at JFK International.
This is exactly the sort of progress
update that sustains excitement
among donors and the ACLU did
an outstanding job promoting its
short-term legal victory on social
media. On its twitter page, the org
posted the comment “ACLU Blocks
Trump’s unconstitutional Muslim ban”
and created a ‘donate’ link on its home
page.
The next step for ACLU would be
to create a large-scale direct mail
campaign targeting each of its
individual donors. A well thought
out personalized appeal would go a
long way in locking in new monthly
and annual gift givers, and would
ensure that each of them receives
individualized content that resonates

with them. There are two takeaways
here. The first is recognizing the need
to follow up with supporters after
a surge of interest using direct mail
as online channels quickly become
saturated. Moreover, every supporter
connects with an org’s cause in her
own way. It is therefore imperative
to find every donor’s “trigger issue”
and personalize every outgoing
communication accordingly. Data
driven intelligent direct mail is still the
best medium for personalized content
delivery. Remember, whether it is a
tweet or snap or post, every screen in
the world is still seeing the exact same
message.
See article https://www.philanthropy.
com/article/In-Wake-of-TravelBan/239046

Thus, the hallmark of a great outreach
campaign is the ability to connect with your
audience completely by penetrating the
layers of apathy, of cynicism and nudging
your prospective supporters to embrace
the necessity of your org’s mission while
momentarily forgetting about their own
workaday concerns. The only question is
how?

If you think about it, the true challenge for
the activist – whether the CEO of a major
non-profit or the founder of a grassroots
political movement-- is to relate the
necessity of the core cause to everyday
citizens who have no personal experience or
connection with that cause.
How difficult it would be for Cancer
Research Institute to raise the astronomical
funds they raise if the disease did not affect
so many of us and our loved ones – would it
even be possible?
After all, people have their own priorities
like paying bills, dealing with health issues,
taking care of children... etc. So why should
they be interested in your org’s cause?
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Part of the answer is that it depends on
who exactly is on the other end of your
communication. Research suggests that
smaller donors prefer personal stories of
the very real people benefited by your org’s
work while larger donors, who tend to be
more organized in their giving, tend to view
gift giving as an investment.
In the latter case, numbers may prove more
effective than words.
However, even within these two brackets
there is sufficient scope for customization.
Should the personal anecdotes feature
innocent children as subjects? Alternatively,
do some small donors relate better to stories
featuring the point of view of working class
parents?

For instance, we might report that
contributions to your educational non-profit
focused on local public school reform is
expected to increase the value of real estate
in nearby districts starting in 10 years..
The next generation of non-profit
communication involves detailing not only
how a donor fits into the life of the org,
but also how the org fits into the life of the
donor. It is an art as much as a science augmented by both social media analytics
and one’s own social experiences.
Most importantly, it is a fluid and dynamic
process that requires both creativity and
a penchant for experimenting. When
executed properly, however, the payoff can
be extraordinary.

In addition, when it comes to quantifying
impact assessment for our large donors,
should we discuss the immediate

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
“It’s important to treat philanthropy as a series of
calculated risks. Not every contribution will yield
success. Some will end in failure, and others when
they succeed, ought to generate exponential returns. In this mode of being wrong is as valuable
as being right.”
- Scan Parker, co-founder of Napster and
former President of Facebook.
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How to
Generate
Interest in
Your Org’s
Cause?

economic value to the local community?
Alternatively, should we analyse the org’s
results in a more global context.
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Red Carpet Advocacy
“That’s why, that’s why our founders enshrined
the press and its freedoms in our Constitution. So
I only ask the famously well-heeled Hollywood
Foreign Press and all of us in our community to
join me in supporting the Committee to Protect
Journalists. Because, we are going to need them
going forward. And they’ll need us to safeguard
the truth.”
– Meryl Streep

The famous actress, with her political mini-speech at the Golden
Globe awards, caused donations to the CPJ to surge - roughly
700 gifts poured into the org within minutes of her television
debut.
Historically, the citizenry has always looked to celebrities for
leadership and guidance on what issues to be concerned about
and which social causes to support. The role and influence of
Hollywood VIPs is now more vital than ever in such a hyper
polarized political environment and at a time of widespread
panic about attacks on democratic institutions and human rights.
Ms. Streep chose to focus her shout out on the cause of an
independent press, but other high profile actors favour a wide
range of progressive issues. For example, actor Leonardo di
Caprio has been a very outspoken advocate for environmental
protection and climate change policy, a critical cause that has
been put on the back burner by the Trump administration and its
staunch supporters.

Given the bump to journalistic freedom by Meryl Streep’s ad
lib ad, orgs would be wise to reach out to famous and well-liked
individuals who have shown interest in a cause and to share with
them their work, impact and goals in that area. If the Hollywood
star or starlet is sufficiently impressed, the org might ask for its
very own shameless celebrity plug – it is for a good cause after
all!
See article https://nonprofitquarterly.org/2017/01/11/donations-medianonprofits-spike-meryl-streep-champions-free-press/ by Roth McCambridge,
Nonprofit Quarterly 1/12/17

GRC DIRECT IS NOW OFFERING

PERSONALIZED WORKSHOPS FOR EVERYONE
Available workshop topics are as follows
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Direct Mail Production 101
Fundraising with Newsletters
End of Year Appeals
Membership On Boarding and Retention
WE ARE HAPPY TO TAILOR OUR
WORKSHOPS
TO YOUR NEEDS SO CALL US TODAY!
Call 540.428.7000 and ask for Sherene
or email Sherene@grcdirect.com
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